SETTLEMENT EQUALS ANOTHER MISSED OPPORTUNITY FOR THE SUPREME COURT TO DEFINE DISPARATE IMPACT CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR HOUSING ACT
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I. Introduction

In 2003, the New Jersey Township of Mount Holly designated a neighborhood known as the Gardens as a blighted, high crime area, and called for its redevelopment. The Township adopted a plan to demolish the Gardens and replace it with new residential units, of which only a fraction were designated for affordable housing. However, the predominately minority population of the Gardens filed suit to overturn the blight designation and stop the redevelopment plan on the grounds that the plan violated the Fair Housing Act (FHA) on a disparate impact theory.

Both the New Jersey state court and the federal district court dismissed the case. However, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed the lower courts, holding that the evidence submitted by the residents was sufficient to establish a case of disproportionate impact in violation of the FHA. On November 14, 2013, the parties decided to settle the matter rather than proceed with the appeal before the U.S. Supreme Court in December.

Prior to settlement, this was viewed as a potential landmark case that would finally decide the extent to which disparate impact claims are recognized under the FHA. Although the residents of the Gardens celebrated the settlement, the best scenario would have been for the Supreme Court to hear the case of Mount Holly Gardens Citizens in Action, Inc. and to both recognize and provide a clear standard for disparate impact claims under the FHA.
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II. Background

A. The History of the Fair Housing Act

President Johnson signed the FHA into law as Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act as a response to a variety of circumstances, including the open housing marches in Chicago and the inability of the families of Vietnam veterans to obtain housing. The FHA declares that it “is the policy of the United States to provide, within constitutional limitations, for fair housing throughout the United States.” This purpose is demonstrated in section 3604, which states that “it shall be unlawful to refuse to sell or rent after the making of a bona fide offer, or to refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status, or national origin.”

B. A History of Mount Holly Gardens

During the Korean War in the mid-1950s, Mount Holly Gardens was built to accommodate military personnel from Fort Dix. In the early 1990s, residents, community organizers, and township representatives formed the Mount Holly Gardens Revitalization Association to address the continuing issue of deterioration. The Association commissioned a redevelopment plan that proposed the Mount Holly Township acquire all rental units in the Gardens and transfer them to a nonprofit organization, which would rehabilitate them. However, the Township did not provide the resources necessary to accomplish those goals and thus declared the Gardens to be blighted, acquired the properties, boarded up the vacant units, and began demolitions.

In 2003, a group of Gardens residents, represented by South Jersey Legal Services, filed suit against the Mount Holly Township for violating section 3604 of the FHA, claiming that the redevelopment plan was a form of discrimination because it would have a disparate impact on the minority residents. The proposed redevelopment plan was to replace all of the existing homes in the Gardens with newer and more expensive homes.

---
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ately affected minority families\(^{18}\) as Mount Holly Gardens was comprised mostly of African-American and Hispanic residents, 80% of whom lived below the Township’s median income.\(^{19}\)

The District Court ruled that there was no \textit{prima facie} case of discrimination under the FHA and, even if there was, the residents had not shown how an alternative course of action would have had a lesser impact.\(^{20}\) The Gardens residents filed an appeal and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed the lower court, holding that the evidence submitted by the residents was sufficient to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of disproportionate impact in violation of the FHA.\(^{21}\) Furthermore, the Court held that factual issues existed as to whether the Township had shown that there was no less discriminatory alternative to the redevelopment plan.\(^{22}\)

C. The Mount Holly Settlement

The Mount Holly Township agreed to a settlement in November of 2013.\(^{23}\) Under the terms of the settlement, the Township will compensate the residents who want to leave and provide new homes for those who want to stay.\(^{24}\) Olga Pomar, one of the attorneys for the residents stated, “This is what the plaintiffs have always been requesting, they don’t want the community redeveloped and them not to be able to be a part of it. They want to be able to stay in this community while it’s being revitalized.”\(^{25}\) The settlement rendered moot a hearing on the issue that was scheduled for December before the Supreme Court, which took the Township’s appeal of a lower court decision in favor of the residents.\(^{26}\)

D. Disparate Impact Claims and the Fair Housing Act

Prior to \textit{Mount Holly Gardens Citizens in Action, Inc.} being settled in November of 2013, the Supreme Court was expected to hear the case, thus revisiting the controversial legal principle of disparate impact, which has been used for decades to enforce the FHA.\(^{27}\) The justices
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would have been asked to decide whether the Township had effectively discriminated against the predominately Hispanic and African-American residents who populated the Gardens when it condemned their homes as part of the redevelopment plan.28

The concept of disparate impact comes from employment discrimination law.29 In 1971, the landmark Supreme Court case of Griggs v. Duke Power Co. interpreted Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to include a discriminatory effect standard.30 A disparate impact claim is an effective way to challenge policies that are facially neutral but have a disproportionate impact on a certain class.31 The purpose of a disparate impact claim is to focus on the effect of an action rather than the actor’s intent, therefore making it easier for plaintiffs to prevail in discrimination cases because a showing of intent is often hard to prove.32

The doctrine of disparate impact is unsettled because the FHA statute does not expressly mention it, even though every federal circuit recognizes it.33 The Supreme Court has signaled that it is interested in the issue and willing to clarify the vagueness by considering cases in both 201234 and 2013.35 It is imperative that the Supreme Court makes a definitive decision on this issue so that lenders and borrowers are operating in a more stable environment.36 Disparate impact claims would allow the purpose of the FHA, to create fair housing for all, to be better enforced.37
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III. Analysis

This case would have presented the Supreme Court with the opportunity to determine whether parties may bring disparate impact claims under the FHA. While the residents of the Gardens welcomed the settlement, the best scenario would have been for the Supreme Court to hear the case of Mount Holly Gardens Citizens in Action, Inc. and establish a clear standard for disparate impact claims under the FHA. This would allow for a better chance that the purpose of the FHA, fair housing throughout the United States, be carried out because the disparate impact claims would force decision-makers to be more aware of the effect of their lending policies. Furthermore, there is much legal support that the Supreme Court could rely on in making the decision to allow disparate impact claims under the FHA.

A. Similarities Between Title VII and the FHA

In order to justify a decision leading to this ideal outcome, the Court could rely on many of the same arguments used in the case of Griggs v. Duke Power Co. Title VII and the FHA share similar language and were enacted for the purpose of reducing discrimination only four years apart, therefore making it logical to presume that Congress intended the text to have the same meaning in both statutes. Given the similarities in language, purpose, and time of enactment, the Court’s allowing for disparate impact analysis pursuant to one statute but not for the other would be inconsistent. The case of Mount Holly Gardens Citizens in Action, Inc. could have served the purpose for housing discrimination law that Griggs did for employment discrimination law.

B. Federal Circuit Courts and Administrative Agencies Support Disparate Impact

The Supreme Court should also consider the consensus of the circuit courts, as every circuit has decided that FHA disparate impact claims are viable. Such unanimous agreement amongst the federal
circuit courts “is a resounding endorsement that the FHA includes a disparate impact standard.” The Supreme Court would have a more difficult time allowing disparate impact claims under the FHA if the circuits were split over whether a disparate impact standard existed under the FHA, but this is not the case as all circuits agree that such a standard exists. Furthermore, administrative agencies, like the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), have supported a disparate impact standard in their implementation of the FHA. For example, in a 1993 administrative decision, the HUD Secretary found that a “disparate impact, if proven, would establish a violation of the Act.” Furthermore, HUD’s “Complaint Intake, Investigation, and Conciliation Handbook” establishes that disparate impact may be used to show a violation of the FHA. Additionally, the Department of Justice, using its enforcement powers, has urged courts to adopt an impact standard. The Fair Lending Unit of the Housing and Civil Enforcement Section of the Department of Justice has relied on the disparate impact theory in charging lenders with lending discrimination in violations on the FHA.

C. The Purpose Behind the FHA

The Supreme Court should examine the purpose behind the FHA, as the statute is ultimately concerned about the effects of housing policies and not the intent behind them. The legislative history of the FHA demonstrates that Congress deliberately did not limit showings of violations to intent. When advocating for the passage of the FHA, the Act’s principal sponsor, Senator Mondale, spoke of the Act combating effects of discrimination, stating that it “seems only fair. . .that Congress should now pass a fair housing act to undo the effects” of previous governmental discrimination. Additionally, during congressional debate of the FHA, an amendment was introduced that would have specifically included an intent standard but the amend-
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The bill’s supporters believed it would have made “proof of discrimination difficult in all but the most blatant cases.”

D. If the Supreme Court Decides Disparate Impact is Not Allowed Under the FHA

While there is much legal support for the Supreme Court to recognize disparate impact claims under the FHA in the future, there is also the chance that the Court would decide that FHA disparate impact claims are invalid. If the Court rejected FHA disparate impact claims, it could seriously undercut the enforcement of the FHA. For example, if a landlord had a requirement that “all tenants must have a salaried job,” this could disproportionately impact certain groups. The landlord might have made this rule without any discriminatory intent, yet this type of requirement would seriously undermine the goal of the FHA. Without disparate impact liability, prospective tenants would have no way of challenging such a condition.

The availability of disparate impact claims “encourages the inclusion of historically disadvantaged groups in the housing market” and the Court should not completely deny potential plaintiffs the opportunity to bring these claims under the FHA.

IV. Conclusion

Prior to Mount Holly Gardens Citizens in Action, Inc.’s being settled in November of 2013, the Supreme Court had the opportunity to decide whether disparate impact claims were permissible under the FHA. While the residents of the Gardens celebrated the long-awaited settlement, the settlement means another missed opportunity for the Supreme Court to define disparate impact claims under the FHA. When next given the opportunity, the Court not only has a responsibility to address the ambiguity of this area of law, but also owes it an identity. If and when this chance comes, the best scenario would be for the Supreme Court to recognize and provide a clear standard for disparate claims under the FHA.
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